
SCP-AC Meeting 
2022-04-18, Monday 
2-3PM 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://ucdavis.zoom.us/j/91032201749?pwd=TklSQUphYSs5dkpsT3l3Q0I5SlhzQT09&from=addon 
Meeting ID: 910 3220 1749 
Passcode: 094504  
+16699006833,,91032201749#,,,,*094504# US (San Jose) 
+13462487799,,91032201749#,,,,*094504# US (Houston) 
 
Stella Tang (UCB), TJ Kao (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA), Sarah Sheets (UCM), Yoko Kudo 
(UCR), Catherine Busselen (UCSB), Liz Miraglia (UCSD), Shi Deng (UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Becky Culbertson 
(UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Cat Lu (UCSF) 
 
Absent:  
 
Recorder: Sarah Wallbank 
 
Announcements (All) 
 
UCI: recruiting for Head of Technical Services. We are combining the Acquisitions dept with Cataloging & 
Metadata Services. 
 
Updates from SILS Operations Groups 
Resource Management 

● We have 2 decision pages: OCLC Reclamation and Batch deletes for CZ records 
● We’re hoping to host a UC-wide bound-with session in May. There will *not* be a system-wide 

standard method for these, just some advice/considerations 
● We finished setting some priorities and loose deadlines for our Work Plan so we have an idea of how 

to structure the next few months, will continue to refine our deliverables 
 

 
Acquisitions/E-Resources 
  
 ERES voted to have CDL prioritize NZ Data Cleaning Spreadsheet by date order of upcoming renewals 
  



Recommended CDL  deactivate ‘Selected Full Text’ service for PubMed and Factiva collections. 
Campuses can locally activate this service in their IZ, if desired. The problems with getting false positive 
articles outweigh the benefits of keeping selected full text on. 

 
 
 
 
SCP Operations Updates (Shi and Becky) 

● GOBI records for the 2021 frontlist of Cambridge, Springer, and Wiley and 2022 Springer have been 
loaded into production. SCP continues further testing in Sandbox, such as identifying gaps between 
GOBI records and CZ portfolios, separating Springer German collection, etc.  

○ There were 26 Springer subject collections that Springer does not distinguish 
○ Trying to meet with GOBI staff who manage the records at their end, to help SCP figure out 

their workflows 
● SCP/Bie-hwa is working on replacing links for titles in two collections: Encyclopedia of Taiwan (Taiwan 

wen xian cong kan) and DragonSource, both locally managed sources. It will take two stages for the 
Encyclopedia of Taiwan, since the URL has completed changed, redirect to the database main page, 
then change to title level access when she receives them from EastView 

● Other activities continue: testing in sandbox and discussing with ERT before moving to production:  
○ Managing dup portfolios among P2E and CZ activated portfolios (ACM Digital Library Complete) 
○ Moving P2E for a few collections (EBSCO Japanese DDA purchased, Maruzen DDA purchased) 
○ Cataloging title level portfolios of new collections pending on metadata of CZ bib records 
○ Cataloging African American Newspaper Series 1 & 2: plan to match and use NZ bib records 

contributed by UCSD by adding portfolios via portfolio loader 
● Cataloging for collection level records once reconciliation done by CDLA as part of the CDL Cleanup 

Project 
○ Collection by year (one:many situations) 

 
 
Other 
 

● How do campuses handle cataloging OA collections when requested? 
○ UCD directs requestor to review CZ collections and then they activate that CZ collection. Try not 

to catalog OA/free collections themselves 
○ UCSB avoids cataloging OA locally. 

● SCP will activate an individual OA title request from a larger OA collection 



● UCD will catalog an important title and then request, via Salesforce (report to ex libris option), and ask 
them to add to a specific collection. Ex Libris is fairly responsive. Need to do research to correctly 
identify appropriate collection 

● Naxos Music Library. Collection partially provided by a library. Could SCP records be contributed to this 
and possibly other collections in CZ? 

○ Possibly use kbart files? 

 

 


